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My apologies to those whose comments
I missed or received after this piece was
written. Please send me your observations
so that I can be sure to include them in the
next issue. PS welcomes essays with addi-
tional analysis and commentary.
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The Challenge of Campaign Watching: Seven Lessons of
Participant-Observation Research1

James M. Glaser, Tufts University

When the term "participant-obser-
vation" comes up, many political
scientists immediately think of
Richard Fenno. Indeed, Fenno's
description of his work as "soaking
and poking" has become synony-
mous with this style of research.
When I sought to do research
based on participant-observation
techniques, it was natural to turn to
Fenno and, quite fortuitously, he
gave a series of lectures at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley,
where I was a graduate student,
just as I was preparing to do re-
search for my doctoral dissertation.
In his talks, which were later pub-
lished as a book (Fenno 1990), he
spoke of some of the problems and
difficulties of participant-observa-
tion work. His comments were in-
valuable to me as I prepared to
visit Mississippi and Alabama to do
my initial fieldwork.

While my notes from his talks
were dogeared and weathered by
the end of that year, there were
times when even my "bible" could
not help me. I encountered new
problems and fresh issues because
my task was basically different.
Like Fenno, I was studying con-
gressional politics but, unlike him,
I was examining campaigns, not
politicians.

This difference had important

consequences. It meant that rather
than doing research both in and out
of campaign season, I did my work
in that crazy period of time right
before an election. While Fenno
spent intensive amounts of time
travelling districts and states with
one congressional incumbent and
eschewed covering opponents, I
tried to interview and spend time
with competing candidates as they
battled for an open seat. Fenno
could assure politicians that "within
the scope of their political world,
[he] recognized a single loyalty—to
them" (72). I could not.

Much of Fenno's general advice
on conducting interviews, develop-
ing rapport, and keeping intellec-
tual distance was still relevant to
me. Nonetheless, another set of
rules applied to my research. I was
going to have to make my own mis-
takes—and plenty of them—as I
learned to be an effective partici-
pant-observer in a different setting.

My project involved an intensive
study of six special congressional
elections held between 1980 to 1993
(three of which were witnessed
first-hand, three of which were re-
constructed through newspaper
clippings and extensive interviews).
In witnessing elections, I spent sev-
eral weeks following candidates,
and going to debates, rallies, com-

mercial tapings, church services,
meetings with volunteers, press
conferences, prayer breakfasts, and
any other events I could manage to
get into. I also interviewed actors
in the drama—candidates, their
campaign managers and media con-
sultants, national party officials and
local party volunteers, ministers
and labor leaders, print and broad-
cast journalists, and whoever else I
could get to talk with me. The re-
sults, I hope, are more than just
reports of campaign dialogue, but
more detailed depictions of the
contests.

Such depictions can have much
value. Many political scientists
study elections and electoral behav-
ior at their computers. While there
is certainly nothing wrong with do-
ing this (I do it too), to draw con-
clusions about electoral results or
electoral behavior also requires
some understanding of the context
in which elections take place. As
Herbert Simon (1985) writes, "To
understand political choices, we
need to understand where the
frame of reference for the actors'
thinking comes from—how it is
evoked. An important component
of the frame of reference is the set
of alternatives that are given con-
sideration in the choice process.
We need to understand not only
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how people reason about alterna-
tives, but where the alternatives
come from in the first place" (302).

By presenting detailed case stud-
ies of how partisan alternatives are
formed and presented to the voter,
one sets up political analysis, tests
prevailing assumptions, and sug-
gests solutions to analytical prob-
lems, if not always providing defin-
itive answers. There is no doubt
that the material to fill these case
studies is best gathered in the field
where one can easily take note of
the minutiae of political strategy,
talk with a variety of political ac-
tors as they are engaged in political
activity, and get a real sense of the
setting in which political competi-
tion is taking place. Events past
can be reconstructed from others'
reports, but there is no substitute
for being there.

In my own work, I hope that my
case studies shed some light on the
resolution to two puzzles of the
southern realignment. First, if ra-
cial issues were such a boon to Re-
publicans, how did Democratic
congressional candidates—espe-
cially candidates for open seats—
keep winning through the 1970s,
1980s, and early 1990s? Second, if
Ronald Reagan and George Bush
swept the South every four years,
how were Democrats able to hold
on to congressional seats through-
out their tenures? While things con-
tinue to look ever more promising
for southern Republicans, the rea-
sons behind the long-delayed re-
alignment are fascinating. That
story and my broader argument
about race and politics in the re-
gion are fully developed elsewhere
(Glaser 1996). My purpose here is
to lay out some of the mistakes I
made and some of the lessons I
learned covering dueling campaigns
in the final frenzied weeks and days
before congressional elections. It is
true that most of these lessons are
specific to this situation. I believe,
however, that they also may be
relevant to others doing participant-
observation research in highly
charged political settings.

Schedule strategically. Before I
went to Alabama for my first expe-
rience in the field, I worried about
making complete use of the 11 days

I had to spend there. I set up inter-
views before I went, some in
places very far apart, and I con-
tacted people who I thought would
be important to see. Once there,
however, I found myself con-
strained by my schedule. On one
occasion, I had to skip an impor-
tant event because of an arranged
interview with a peripheral subject
(who forgot about our appointment
and did not show). On another, I
lost the chance to ride in the car
with one of the candidates, an op-
portunity that came up spontane-
ously. By being overscheduled, I
lost flexibility when such opportu-
nities arose. Moreover, as many
campaign decisions are made on
short notice and as schedules are
constantly in flux, I discovered that
I needed to be able to respond to
sudden turns of events. The more I
did this kind of research, the more
confidence I gained that I could
schedule more effectively once in
the field.

This is not to say that one should
avoid making appointments. I
found it best to set up some inter-
views for my first few days in the
district, particularly with campaign
officials, and to leave my remaining
time flexible and free. In this, I was
borrowing from a common research
practice, "snowballing"—using an
interview to get other interviews by
asking a subject who else might be
useful to talk with and even using
their name to make the connection.
Successful interviews also snow-
balled into invitations to various
events.

A good interview made the cam-
paigns aware of me and my project.
It gave me credibility. And, it was
held when my subjects had events
to invite me to. As campaign
schedules are rarely fixed for more
than a day or two, even for some-
thing as big as a presidential visit,
calling a week ahead to find out
about events is not the way to pro-
ceed. Planning day-to-day is more
effective. Often, at the end of an
interview, I was invited to an event
that evening or the next day.

Adjust the interview request to the
situation. Whatever the challenges
of arranging and conducting inter-
views, they are more difficult dur-

ing a campaign. Studying cam-
paigns in the field means dealing
with people engaged in all-consum-
ing tasks in a hurried environment.
They rarely return the first phone
call nor have much time to speak
with an outsider. They often are
moving from one event to the next.

Arranging to meet with people
involved in a campaign thus calls
for ingenuity and flexibility. It is
always the case that the inter-
viewer must accommodate the
schedule and rules set up by the
respondent. Typically, there are
expectations of how, where, and
how long an interview will be con-
ducted. On the campaign trail,
these expectations no longer gov-
ern, and the researcher must go
further to accommodate the respon-
dent and to get the interview. I
found that two different approaches
made people more amenable to
speaking with me.

First, it was often useful to ask
for a brief interview during the
campaign and for a more extensive
one later, either over the telephone
or in person. To get people to talk
with me, I wanted to be persistent,
but not aggressive, and this was
one way to strike this balance.
Many people had difficulty rejecting
my modest request. But it was
more than this. Conducting a short
interview during the campaign and
a long interview later had other ad-
vantages, and not only for my sub-
jects. This solution had the virtue
of allowing me to talk with people
after the heat of the battle when
they were often more candid and
less wary than in our first meetings.
They also had a little bit of dis-
tance from events and were able to
comment on them with more per-
spective. What started as some-
thing I did out of necessity became
a practice I came to prefer.

Of course, sometimes it was dif-
ficult to pin busy people down after
the election. In one instance, the
campaign aide of a winning candi-
date refused to return my repeated
requests to arrange an interview
with the new congressman. After a
dozen phone calls, I gave up. Four
years later, out of the blue, the
congressman himself called me
back, perhaps setting some kind of
record for returning a phone call.
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We ultimately met and have now
established a relationship.

It also happens that the request
for a short interview provides a
foot in the door and that, occasion-
ally, the brief interview will turn
into a longer, more productive one.
Anyone who has conducted inter-
views will find that resistance often
fades as many subjects enjoy offer-
ing their opinions and telling their
tales. In one case, I had a cam-
paign manager gruffly tell me that
he only had a few minutes to talk.
Once we got started and he could
sense that I knew something about
the campaign and about Alabama
politics, he put down his guard and
put up his feet. After answering my
questions for about three quarters
of an hour, he began regaling me
with "war stories."

A second approach to arranging
interviews during the campaign is
to use the travel time between cam-
paign events, otherwise dead time
that is often ideal for talking with
people. I found that conversations
in the car were often less guarded,
and that some of the most interest-
ing revelations came out in transit.
In some cases, this meant offering
someone a ride to a series of
events. Providing rides had the ad-
ditional benefit of helping me find
my way more easily as my com-
panions were often familiar with
the various towns and streets we
were travelling.

More often, travelling with a sub-
ject meant taking up their offer of a
ride. This situation had many of the
same benefits as serving as the
driver, but it also had a couple of
drawbacks. I spent one car ride
with a very distracted campaign
manager riding 90 miles an hour on
2-lane country roads. I was not sur-
prised to learn that he drove off a
bridge on election night. Fortu-
nately, he was not badly hurt, and,
thankfully, I was not with him.

Riding with a subject also put me
at the mercy of someone else's
schedule. On one occasion, it put
me several hours away from my
car at the end of the day. Yet, trav-
elling with a candidate or with cam-
paign staff enabled me to observe
scenes I would not otherwise have
witnessed. It gave me the chance
to hear post-mortem analyses of

events, something that added an
interesting perspective to my own
observations. Best of all, the ride
home was a time when people were
free with their opinions and in a
relaxed mood. In one instance, it
took 45 minutes to get to an event,
but two hours to get home as the
driver (a campaign manager) en-
joyed plying me with his opinions
and stories.

Get multiple perspectives. Setting
up interviews with political actors
outside the campaigns, such as
journalists, community leaders,
preachers, and party officials, is
easier and less intimidating than
making arrangements with those in
the campaigns. These people have
a connection to the events playing
out, but they are not so restricted
by them as candidates and their
staff. I found that they had more
time to offer, were less wary of my
intentions, and had access to infor-
mation about the campaigns that
the campaign staff would never
have given me. And getting their
perspective on events was no less
important to me.

My research strategy was loosely
borrowed from the movie Rash-
omon by Japanese filmmaker Akira
Kurosawa. In this movie, Kuro-
sawa tells the story of a bandit's
attack on a couple in the Japanese
countryside. The genius of the film
is that the same story is told from
the four separate perspectives of
the murdered man, his wife, the
attacker, and a bystander. The four
stories are surprisingly different,
but together they work to create
the whole account. No one of the
stories is objective in that all four
characters have limited perspec-
tives and strong biases (even the
bystander, who takes a weapon
from the scene after the murder,
becomes involved in the event).
Their biases are part of the story,
however, and between them, Kuro-
sawa collects the important detail.
Even the contradictory detail is
worth noting.

Likewise, by putting together the
perspectives of a variety of people,
and people tangentially involved in
the election as well as those imme-
diately involved, I was able to
make the whole picture sharper.

Like the characters in the film,
each person carried a different view
of events, not just because of their
political biases, but because of
their political roles. Collecting and
sometimes reconciling these views
(and adding eyewitness observa-
tions) allowed me to piece together
a comprehensive and fair recount-
ing of events.

Recognize that establishing trust
and gaining access are goals some-
times at odds with each other.
Gaining access to campaign events
or to the inner workings of a cam-
paign is not an easy task, particu-
larly given the cloak and dagger
mentality that pervades many of
them. It would seem that cam-
paigns would cooperate with those
they trust, that this would be the
most important factor. But cooper-
ation from a campaign also depends
on how important the researcher is
to the campaign or the candidate.

Herein lies a dilemma for the so-
cial scientist for, unfortunately,
those outside actors who are per-
ceived to be important to the cam-
paign are often not trusted. Take
journalists, for instance. Journalists
are important to the campaigns,
and campaign staff try to keep
them informed on events and to
meet their requirements. How the
campaign is reported in the news-
papers or on television has great
bearing on the election. Thus, cam-
paigns often provide journalists
with lots of information but offer
only selective access and work
hard to control the information.

Given my purposes, and my in-
tent to observe competing cam-
paigns, two things seemed to mat-
ter. First, my subjects were
receptive to the fact that I was
writing a book and that they would
be characters in it. The key to ac-
cess to a campaign was my ability
to do something for the candidate.
My interest in writing about the
campaign was flattering and gave
the candidate a reason to encour-
age his staff to cooperate with me.
"Come along, pal," said one ulti-
mately victorious candidate to me,
"but you be sure to treat us nice in
your book."

Second, my subjects cared
greatly that I would not have any
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influence on the course of cam-
paign events or on the election. I
found that it was crucial for me to
emphasize that nothing I said or
did would influence the election. In
this, I was following what sociolo-
gist William Foote Whyte (1981)
calls the cardinal rule of participant
observation research—at all costs,
actively avoid influencing events
(336).

Once, pleased that a television
reporter wanted to interview me
about the campaign I was observ-
ing, I allowed the lights and micro-
phone to be set up around me at a
campaign event. I backed out, em-
barrassing myself just after the
camera went on, Whyte's admoni-
tion ringing in my ears. Although I
was under no illusion that I would
affect the voting with an appear-
ance on the evening news in Green-
ville, it was crucial to convince
others that I would not and could
not influence events. The interview
could have undermined my efforts.
I also took great pains to note that
my book would not be published
for several years, a reassuring fact
to people whose time horizons
were measured in weeks.

Reveal your purpose, suppress your
opinions. To further facilitate trust,
I found it best to be completely
open about my purpose and tactics.
In most cases, this was very easy
to do as people were rarely deeply
interested in me. Most were satis-
fied with my business card and
with the explanation that I was
writing a book on southern con-
gressional elections. Very few peo-
ple asked me what the point of the
book was going to be.

I also revealed that I had spent
time with or expected to spend
time with the opposition. Even
Fenno (1990), on the rare occasion
he visited a political opponent of
one of his subjects, struggled with
the question of whether or not to
be open about meeting with both
sides. He reluctantly did so and
was relieved that it did not appear
to matter to those he was talking
with (72-73). In my experience, it
was not just that it did not matter.
Letting people know whom I had
talked with, and making a point of
not revealing what they had said to

me, inspired trust. I believe that
being openly tight-lipped about the
other side assured my subjects that
I would be equally careful about
them.

Although it worked best to be as
open as possible about purpose and
tactics, I was careful to keep my
opinions to myself. This did not
mean that I could not offer a com-
pliment or two, particularly about
the craft of campaign management
("Putting that empty chair next to
the candidate at the high school [to
emphasize that the opponent re-
fused to debate] was sure clever,
Ron."). But it made sense not to
advertise my partisanship nor
where I stood on the various issues
being debated in the campaign. If
asked, my ready response was,
"I'm an analyst, not an advocate."
In fact, few asked. I believe that
the good researcher will find that
those encountered will often as-
sume that the researcher is sympa-
thetic. On only one occasion did I
have to deal with someone who
assumed otherwise. In that case, I
was asked to leave a Republican
meeting because someone "sensed"
that I was a Democrat.

Occasionally, the assumption
that I was sympathetic led to un-
comfortable situations. In one in-
stance, I spent a couple of hours
driving around with a white cam-
paign official to various stops in a
"campaign caravan." When, out of
the blue, he told me a virulently
racist joke, I was confronted by an
ethical dilemma. Hammer and Wil-
davsky (1989) advise the inter-
viewer to exercise discipline in
such cases and to "withhold judg-
ment on the views of the respon-
dent" (73), but this situation did not
quite fall under their scenario for it
required a response. Silence, inter-
preted in other situations as ap-
proval, was disapproval in this one.
I could not bring myself to laugh
but instead responded "That's terri-
ble," as if it were the corniness of
the joke and not its message that
kept me from laughing. It was an
instantaneous reaction, one that
came after many days avoiding any
confrontation and developing rap-
port with people, and it was effec-
tive from the perspective of my
research. Although it was not the

most honest moment in my life, I
did not endanger my relationship to
him. His comment, and many oth-
ers that morning, were revealing
and important to me.

Don't overlook detail in the rush of
activity. When I first went to Ala-
bama and Mississippi, I spent a
great deal of time concerned with
campaign issues, particularly those
covered in the press. This was im-
portant, but over time I found that
the most interesting material gath-
ered in the field was the detail, the
small things that happened that
shed light on bigger problems and
issues encountered by Republicans
and Democrats in the South. When
a Mississippi Democrat held a tele-
vised press conference at an army
base and found a picture of Presi-
dent Bush hanging over his shoul-
der, his solution to this quandary
gave much insight into how he
planned to position himself vis-a-
vis the very popular Republican
president (his staff took the picture
down before the cameras rolled). In
Alabama, when a Republican press
release charged that the Demo-
cratic candidate had been a long-
haired professor who taught against
the war "while our boys were dying
in the rice patties (sic) of Viet
Nam," it said as much about the
sloppiness of the campaign as the
potency of the issue. When a band
at a Mississippi Delta Democratic
rally improvised a song warning
people to avoid Republicans offer-
ing money for votes ("If they put a
little honey in your hand, tell'm to
take their business to someone
else"), it spoke volumes about how
broad the concern with fraud and
vote buying was in the heavily
black district.

The point, of course, is that cam-
paign politics is not just about the
big issues and the campaign mes-
sages that are captured in the
newspapers. Important insight
comes in gathering observations
about the small but very significant
decisions, words, events, and quan-
daries that make up the campaign.
The comparative advantage of the
social scientist over the reporter is
that the social scientist has the lux-
ury of looking for these details and
generating some meaning from them.
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The other methodological point
here is that studying events as they
unfold is not an easy matter. Ana-
lyzing campaigns and elections with
data collected in the field requires
being attentive even to things that
may not appear that important at
first glance. In the field, it is diffi-
cult to sort out what detail is im-
portant from what is not, especially
as one is working without knowl-
edge of the end result. This calls
for energy and vigilance in observ-
ing and recording as much detail as
possible.

Be a pack rat. I found it helped to
take whatever was offered me.
Whether it was campaign literature
and position papers, press releases,
polling information, or editorials
clipped from the newspaper, I put
it into my briefcase. There were
two reasons to actively accumulate
all the paraphernalia of the cam-
paign. First, I never knew what
might prove useful later, as I was
thinking about and writing up my
material. Perhaps more important,
the act of accepting their propa-
ganda was almost always inter-
preted positively by the campaigns,
a sign that I was actively interested
in what they were doing and even
sympathetic to their cause. And
asking for such material was even
more effective in generating good-
will.

I also bought a newspaper in ev-
ery town I visited, sometimes col-
lecting three or four a day. Back
home, it was good to know what
other things were going on in the
district at the time of the election.
Such events set the context for the
election, context that was easily
forgotten later. Sometimes a letter
to the editor or an editorial cartoon
proved enlightening. Occasionally
there was local color to absorb (in
Mississippi cotton country, a swirl-
ing controversy around Senator
Trent Lott's wife modelling poly-
ester at a charity fashion show).
Finally, newspapers representing
different parts of the district or
serving different minority com-
munities often offered different per-
spectives on the same events or
circumstances, perspectives that
otherwise were difficult to get.

Five days before the election on

the coast of Mississippi, Hurricane
Jerry developed in the Gulf of
Mexico. The probability of it hit-
ting Biloxi and Gulfport over the
weekend was great, and, having
been devastated by Hurricane
Camille some 25 years before, resi-
dents of the coast prepared for the
worst. Also of concern to me, Jerry
threatened the election I was cov-
ering. The night before it was due
to hit, I was at a television station
watching the taping of a debate.
The meteorologist at the station
advised me to have my car packed
and ready to go on a moment's no-
tice, as the hurricane was expected
to lurch toward the coast by morn-
ing. It did not happen. Instead,
over the course of the night, the
hurricane split in two. Half of it
moved west toward Texas, the
other half east to Florida. The
coast was spared, and so was my
research.

Is there another lesson in this
story? Maybe not. But perhaps it
serves as a parable. The challenge
of watching campaigns, more than
anything, is dealing with uncer-
tainty. It means adjusting to new
circumstances, to others' ever-
changing plans, to spontaneous op-
portunities, to surprisingly hostile
(or friendly) subjects, and even to
acts of nature.

For me, the most difficult uncer-
tainty was the almost excruciating
anxiety attached to choosing my
cases and waiting to see if they
would yield something interesting.
My research was not about recon-
structing past events and dealing
with a known outcome. Time,
money, and my connections had to
be spent before I knew the final
results or the course of events.

Several of the lessons I discuss
here—leaving open schedules and
arranging interviews creatively—
deal with the issue of surviving un-
certainty and indeed taking advan-
tage of the fluid nature of the
political campaign. The advice to
diligently collect campaign material
and local newspapers and to gather
detail is directed at the need to
have material on everything as it is
impossible to predict the outcome
of events or what will prove to be
the crucial moment, circumstance,

or detail to explain that outcome.
Only in retrospect is it possible to
know. And that can be rather in-
timidating.

Interestingly, it was not just the
hurricane that I avoided that week
in Mississippi. I missed another
disaster the following Tuesday as
an earthquake—the "World Series
earthquake"—rocked my Oakland,
California, home. For me, the
meaning of that event is clear. For
all the risk involved in participant-
observation research, staying home
and not doing it was also risky.

Notes
1. My thanks to Jeffrey Berry and

Jonathan Krasno for reading an earlier draft
of this piece. Their advice was smart and
very helpful to me.
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